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	Expert tips and tricks for designing Analysis Services Multidimensional Models


	About This Book

	
		Design SQL Server Analysis Services cubes, dimensions, and calculations from the experts!
	
		Add calculations to the cube, including implementing currency conversion and a date tool dimension
	
		Use security to control access to data in your cube



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are an Analysis Services cube designer wishing to learn more advanced topic and best practices for cube design, this book is for you.You are expected to have some prior experience with Analysis Services cube development.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Build a data mart suitable for use with Analysis Services
	
		Work with a thread pool effectively
	
		Create and configure an Analysis Services project in SQL Server Data Tools
	
		Use the Dimension Wizard and the Dimension Editor to build dimensions
	
		Create measure groups and associate them with dimensions
	
		Design cubes and dimensions and also implement common calculations in MDX
	
		Explore the security model, including dimension security and cell security, and implement dynamic security
	
		Tune queries to get the best possible performance
	
		Automate processing and partition creation
	
		Monitor your cube to see who's actually using it



	In Detail


	Microsoft's SQL Server Analysis Services 2012 Multidimensional is an OLAP server that allows end users to analyze large amounts of business data quickly and easily, using a variety of tools including Excel, and to create their own reports without IT involvement. It is part of the Microsoft SQL Server suite of tools and has been used widely on Business Intelligence projects for the last 15 years; it is now the most commonly used OLAP server in the world.


	Expert Cube Development with SSAS Multidimensional Models will teach you tips and tricks for cube design from some of the most experienced Analysis Services experts in the world. Topics covered include designing dimensions and cubes, implementing common MDX calculations, security and performance tuning.


	The book takes you through the whole lifecycle of Analysis Services cube development, from how data warehouse design affects your cube, through cube and dimension design to performance tuning and monitoring. Some previous experience of Analysis Services is assumed– the focus is on best practices and design patterns.


	The book starts off with a discussion of data warehouse design and how it relates to Analysis Services. Following on from that, best practices relating to Analysis Services cube and dimension design are covered, including topics such as optimizing dimension attribute relationships and handling fact tables that contain data at different granularities.


	Next, the book looks at using MDX to implement common business calculations, and then moves on to more advanced problems like currency conversion calculations and creating a date tool dimensions.


	Finally security, performance tuning, automation of administrative tasks and monitoring usage and performance each get their own chapter and subject such as dynamic security roles, using Profiler to diagnose query performance problems and automating partition creation are also dealt with.
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Privacy and Big DataO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Much of what constitutes Big Data is information about us. Through our online activities, we leave an easy-to-follow trail of digital footprints that reveal who we are, what we buy, where we go, and much more. This eye-opening book explores the raging privacy debate over the use of personal data, with one undeniable conclusion: once...
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Writing for Digital MediaRoutledge, 2010


	In the digital age, we are all consumers and producers, readers and publishers

	alike. The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish his or her writing

	online almost instantaneously for all the world to read.





	The evolution of digital media has introduced both unprecedented challenges

	and opportunities for...
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Learning Python Networking: A complete guide to build and deploy strong networking capabilities using Python 3.7 and Ansible , 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Achieve improved network programmability and automation by leveraging powerful network programming concepts, algorithms, and tools

	
		Key Features

		
			Deal with remote network servers using SSH, FTP, SNMP and LDAP protocols.
	
			Design multi threaded and event-driven architectures...
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Writing and Querying MapReduce Views in CouchDBO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you are reading this book, then you likely have already installed CouchDB, explored the Futon web administration console, and created a few documents using the cURL command-line tool. You may even have created a CouchApp or other type of application that accesses documents stored in a CouchDB database. However, to use CouchDB for...
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PowerPoint 2007 for Starters: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2007
Fast-paced and easy to read, this new book teaches you the basics of PowerPoint 2007 so you can start using the program right away. This concise guide shows readers how to work with PowerPoint's most useful features and its completely redesigned interface. With clear explanations, step-by-step instructions, lots of illustrations, and plenty of...
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Reverse Engineering: An Industrial Perspective (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2007
Reverse engineering is the process of discovering the technological principles of an object or component through analysis of its structure and function. Such analysis can then be used to redesign the object very quickly using computer-aided design in concert with rapid-manufacturing processes to produce small numbers of components adapted to the...
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